on gays in Boy Scouts

Dalev Coulter j toj ^

James Da le will sp eak at Colby
on Monday, Oct. 8

By GAVIN O'BRIEN "
FEATURES EDITOR

.'

James Dale gaJMd.j iational recognition when he sued the Boy Scouts of
America (BSA) for kicking him out gf
the group when leaders learned ^hi
was gay. On Monday, Get. 8, Dale will
be speaking in Page Commons Room

about his expulsion and the court
cases following it. Political analyst,
columnist, and constitutional lawyer
AnnXoulterjvilLalsoJbe speaking at
Colby. On Wednesday, Oct. 17, she
will discuss the Dale case from a conservative perspective.
James Dale spent twelve years as a
member of the Boy Scouts, becoming
anJiagle-ScouLandJhenjtemgJojfe
rank of assistant scoutmaster.
He attended Rutgers University,
where he was co-president of the college's Lesbian/Gay Alliance. A speech
he gave as co-president in 1990 was
quoted in the local newspaper, which
is when the Boy Scouts.discovere'd his
sexual orientation.
Later in the same month, Dale
received a dismissal letter from the
Boy Scouts' Monmouth, New Jersey
council. The Boy Scouts told him in
writing that homosexuality was contrary to the organization's values and
that a policy banning homosexuals
had been in place for many years.

Queer Studies
program still in
planning stages
By ALEXIS GRANT
STAFF WRITER ,

T" .

Colby students showed their
support for a—Queer Studies
Program last spring through the
Student Government Association
(SGA), when they unanimously
passed a motion urging Colb y 's
administration to include this program in the curriculum. Now it is
the faculty's, turn to push for this
addition to Colb y 's curriculum-.
According to Dean of Faculty
Ed Yeterian, in order to create a
new academic program, a formal
proposal -~ to the "Academic Affairs
Committee (AAC)-would need to
come from a group of faculty. This
proposal must provide "detailed
justification of the need for such a
program, along with documentation that we have sufficient staffing
and course offerings to support a
new program in this area." ,
Some students are hop ing tha.t
the faculty will recognize the same
"need for such a program " that the
student bod y identified at the end
of the last academic year. In addition to the suggestions of the SGA,
750 Colby students signed a petition in support of a queer studies
curriculum.
Various reasons have been presented for initiating the program.
One concern is that the GLBT (Gay,
Lesbian ,
Bisexual ,
and
Transgend.er) community is often
excluded from discussions about
campu s diversity and underrepresented at cairipus-wide social
activities. Educating the student
bod y on GLBT issues would lend
the Colb y community a greater
understanding of the lifesty le) and
the issues associated with it. In
turn , the program would foster a
more comfortable GLBT atmosp here on campus.
Aside from contributions to the
campus attitude , a queer studies
curriculum would encourage intellectual growth in an academic
arena that 'interests n sexuall y
diverse group of Colby students.
Another , argument is that curriculum devoted to queer studies is
an essential component for a liberal arts school. Other institutions
such as Harvard and Brown
alread y have such progr ams in
place.
In this year 's edition of
Princeton Review 's Best 331
Colleges, Colb y ranked #5 for

"Gay Community Accepted."
Despite the subj ectivity of these
rankings, many Colby students
anticipate that the creation of a
program in this area would
improve Colby 's ranked status.
Alexis Theriault, '03, who sponsored the students' initial petition
last spring, said, "by having a
Queer Studies program at Colby, a
more diverse—both intellectually
and physically—student would be
attracted to Colby." . ' "
Professor Margaret McFadden
is among the faculty in favor of a
Queer Studies minor. She said,
"My sense is that there is a substantial, group of faculty who are
interested in participating in discussions about this...but everyone
is pretty busy this time of year, so
we reall y have not gotten started."
"There are a lot of important
competing priorities at this
moment, so there • is certaintyf-no
guarantee that the administration
would provide the necessary
resources," she added.
Should the faculty submit a proposal, and the AAC approve it, the
next step would be for the full faculty to consider the recommendation. Upon approval of the entire
faculty, the proposal would be sent
to the Board of Trustees for a final
decision.
Although the students have
completed their formal responsibilities on this issue, Theriault
urges her peers to continue to push
for this program. "The students'
energy can hel p motivate the faculty in addition to demonstrating
their want to the administration,"
she said. "The students are the
commodity of the school and it is
the administration 's job to create
programs and courses that the students want."
Both faculty and students
emphasized that in addition to the
SGA program proposal last spring,
the SGA summoned the entire
campus to re-examine issues relating to the atmosphere for GLBT
students here at Colb y. Theriault
said , "I think there needs to be a
general move on this campus to
step away from the stereotype that
Colb y is for white, rich, straight,
J.Crew students. In addition to
putting pressure on the administration to approve the faculty 's
proposal , there needs to be pressure in regard to changing the
overall climate of Colby."

RELIGION:
College religious
leaders ref ute the
Prineeton Review's
ranking.

Dale said in an interview with
salon.com, that, "the Boy Scouts of
America have made a foothold in bigotry and cuscrimination and they are
really rendering themselves obsolete
for today's youth. Thaf s a sad thing
because there was so.much,potential
there.";
Dale did not directly address the
dismissal until 1992, when New Jersey
passed an anti-discriminatory gay
rights law. With the assistance of the
Lambda Legal Defense Fund, Dale
became the first to sue under the new
law. He lost the initial case, but a split
three-judge appeals court panel in
New^ Jersey ruled'that the restriction
was illegal and that Dale should be
allowed to serve as a scoutmaster.
According to Evan Wolfson, who
represented Dale, it was the first time
"any court has ruled in (the Lambda
Legal Defense Fund's) favor against
the discriminatory policy of the Boy
Scgujs of America."
In 1999, the New Jersey .Supreme

and who would be an appropriate role
model for younger Scouts, and the
Court agreed.
_ Defending the decision will be Ann
Con It e r ,
dubbed "the
A b b i e
Hoffman of the
Right" for her
witty commentaries
on
W a s h i ng t o n
politics. She is
the author of
the book "High
Crimes
and
Misdemeanors:
The :
Case
Against
Bill
Clinton" which spent eight weeks on
the New York Times bestseller list in
1998. She has appeared on ABC's
"This Week" and "Good Morning
America," NBC's "Today Show,"
"Politically Incorrect with Bill Maher,"
and CNN's "Larry King Live", among

Court held that the Boy Scouts illegally fired Dale and ordered the organization to reinstate him. The court
ruled that the Boy^coujg, whose
membership is
vast and varied,
is not just a private club that
can set exclusionary membership rules.
The .
Boy
Scouts appealed
the New Jersey
couifs .decision,
.and the ten^year
battled ended at
the
U.S.
Supreme Court.
In June of 2000 they ruled 5-4 against
James Dale—overturning the New
Jersey Supreme Court decision forcing
the Boy Scouts to accept Dale as a
member. The Boy Scouts argued that it
is their right to decide who will be. an
adult Scout leader and who will not

others. She also has been profiled in
such diverse publications as the
Washington Post, National Journal,
New York magazine, TV Guide,
Harper's Bazaar and Capital Style.
As an attorney,Coulter has worked
at the Center for Individual Rights, a
conservative, public-interest law firm;
served as legal counsel to Sen. Spencer
Abraham on the Senate Judiciary
Committee; and did a stint as an attorney at the U.S. Department of Justice.
She has also been a clerk for the
Eighth Circuit U.S. Court of Appeals,
Ann Coulter's appearance at
Colby is sponsored by the Young
America's Foundation, the Colby
Republicans, the Cultural Events
Committee, and the Cultural Chair.
The Young America's Foundation is a
conservative non-profit organization
that provides conferences, seminars,
educational materials, internships and
speakers to college students across the
country.

Several thefts reported from unlocked cars
By KAITLIN McCAFFERTY
NEWS EDITOR

In the past week unlocked cars at
both Thomas College and Colby
College have been broken into and
had easily removable things taken
from them; The items stolen include
CDs,: a watch and a TV The
Waterville Police department has
been alerted as well as security and
the matter is being looked into.
Pete Chenevert Director of
Security said that there have been
around 10 break-ins reported at
Colby.
When the Security office found
out about the thefts they contacted
SGA presjdjr^JejmCoughlin '02, to
^
send out a mass email alerting students to the situation.
"(The thief) has taken such items
as CD's, radar detectors, and other
said
easy-to^carry.. . things,"
Chenevert.
The
Waterville
Police
Department is working on the case
and although it is unlikely that students will have their stolen items
returned, Chenevert is hopeful as to
the capture of the thief.
"Waterville Police Department is
a very good unit. They are investigating at both Colby and Thomas
College and the detective division is
excellent. I think they will find (the
thief)," said Chenevert.
"There is a chance that they
might get items back if th ey find (the
thief) with it. And depending on the
background of the thief , when he is
brought to trial they mi ght get retribution. It's hard to say what might
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Roberts parking lot was one of the targets of a rash of car break-ins,
happen," said Chenevert.
* In the cases of theft so far, there
has been no evidence of a forced
entry. It is surmised that the perpetrator has gone around to the cars
and tried to open the doors. If a door
was unlocked, then that was when a
theft occurred.
"We're still taking reports from
students (of thefts), people who
haven't checked their cars in four or
five 'da^s ," said Chenevert. The
security concern that was sent to the
student body warned students to
lock their doors and to check their
cars to make sure that nothing is
missing.

The email that was sent out said,
"While Security is making extra
patrols of the parking lots, they,
along with the Waterville Police are
urging all students to make sure that
your vehicles are locked and all
valuables are stored out of sight.".
The Security department reminds
students to go and check their cars-at
least once a day to make sure that
they have not been broken into.
"We're having students who have
not checked their cars in four or five
days come in with a report of a theft
and say that they had received the
email but still had not checked their
cars," said Chenevert.. -

,
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He also reminds students to continue to lock the doors of their vehicles, and to make sure to put up all
windows. Students should report
any suspicious activity in the parking lots or at other p laces on campus
to Security. Also if you have been
the victim of a theft, immediately
report it to Security. If anyone has
any information they can report it
directly to the security office or to
the Waterville Police Department.
Security is located in Roberts Union
or at x3345.

Presidents ' Council motion opposing
cigarette sale ban tabled indefinitely
By MELISSA HERNANDEZ

STAFF WRITER
On Sept, 25, Jay Trainor '04,
President of East Quad, motioned to
pass a resolution expressing continued
dissatisfaction with last year 's ban on
cigarette sales in the Spa. At the time,'
President William D. "Bro" Adams
said about the ban that, "there is a difference between telling the students
that cannot buy cigarettes and that
they cannot smoke."
Trainor, however, views the situation much differently. The ban seemed
disrespectful" to students' rights, he
said , He understood that Adams made
a concrete decision. Yet, both Trainor
and supporter Matt Ritter '04 wanted
to show Adams how the student body
felt, without necessarily gaining the
ban's repeal.

Trainor himself noted that "I don't
smoke and I find it disgusting, but I
feel people should have the right to,
smoke."
His
motion says that
the ban shows a
"demeaning and
egregious lack of
respect for the 'discretion of each individual student with
regard to his/her
personal health,,.It
is an unnecessary
inconvenience to
scores of people
wrought in the name of the righteousness of a powerful handful..,
President's Council will not tolerate
such autocratic disregard for the jud gement of members of the student bod y

with regard to their personal conduct.
Additionall y, Ritter mentioned a
preliminary plan to "poll the student
bod y before we
act
on
any
motions (of discontent)."
The wording of
the motion created
dissent
among
colTrainer's
leagues.
Peter
Brush '03 found
Trainor's arguments "like soapbox rhetoric" and
said that the motion was going overboard ."
ZomborZoltani '04 added that "the
motion will not be passed and the
sooner we can get back to real matters,

RELAXATION:

RECREATION:

The Hume Center
off ers a get away f or
the Colby Community.

The Jump Into perf ormed at the Mary
IMW Coff eehouse.

all the better." The motion was subsequently tabled.
Trainor wrote an outraged response
to the behavior of his fellow presidents
in the East Quad newsletter. He con^
demned his opponents' "cowardice,
conservatism...and poor representation
of their constituencies," who he
believes would be overwhelmingl y in
favor of repealing the ban.
"The language (in my motion)
might have been disrespectful, but
how disrespectful was his (Adams)
action (in banning cigarette sales)?,
Extremely so," Trainor told the Echo. !
Other members of Presidents'!
Council "said we need to.,, save our-!
selves for the next battle," he ' added. "I!

See CIGARETTES contin- j
ued on page 3
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LETTERS ,
'}
The Echo encourages letters from its readers, especially those within the
_ -immediatecommumty.ietterffshouldnat^^
for pub^ a current issue or topic at Colby. Letters are due by Sunday at midnight
s lication the same week. Letters should be typed and must be signed and include
'' an address or phone number. The Echo will not, under any circumstances, print
. an unsigned letter.
n
If possible, please submitTetters in Microsoft Word or text format either on
1 3.5" disk or via e-mail at echo@colby.edu. The Echo reserves the right to edit all
r ' i.„
'J submissions.
„ ;.
i

E DITORIALS
The Editorials are, the official opinion of the paper. Opinions expressed in the
individual columns, advertising and features are those of the author, not of the
' • Echo.. .
¦ ¦¦
¦
' ' . ¦¦
CONTACT U S
\- ;. . ' ¦ .. • . - •
.
For information on publication dates or to contact us about submitting an
- ' article, please call us at (207)872-3349 or x3349 on campus.
For questions about advertising and business issues, please call (207)8723786. e-mail echo@colby.edu, or fax (207)872^3555.

echo@colby.edu
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Support groiijv starfeet tor
students coping with grief

By LAUREL WOODWARD

STAFF WRITER

Over the summer, Julie Blossom '03
began to think about the resources
available at Colby for students working through personal tragedies. She
realized'that was an area that Colby
needed to work on. Although she was
aware of the availability of counselors
at the Health Center as well as the peer
counseling service, she felt that the
Colby campus heeded something
more.
"Seeing a counselor at the Health
Center seems like such an extreme
action to take, and the $eer counselors
are really directed more towards the
freshmen class," Blossom said. "I was
interested in seeing a service available
for all students on-camp-us in need of
assistance, regardless of their class
year:""
As a result of her findings, upon
returning to campus this fall, Blossom
founded a support group for students
who have lost loved ones, or who are
dealing with some form of personal
tragedy or trauma. She sent out a
Digest email about the group on Sept.
10, ju st before the issue of grief became
an important topic of conversation in
America.
- The group, which meets every
Sunday evening frorri7-8p.m. in Smith

Lounge on the second floor of Roberts
Union, is intended to put students
dealing with grief in touch with one
another, in an attempt to foster the realization that they are not alone. As
described by Blossom, "The whole
idea behind this group is to establish a
network of students that have recently
undergone trauma or tragedy, such as
the loss of a loved one: Weekly meetings are intended to provide a comfort;
able environment where students , can
share common experiences and personal strategies for dealing with their
feelings in everyday life. -I believe that
this group is important, because one of
the crucial steps to healing is seeing
others dealing with the same thing."
'¦¦ The group is student run, but it is
affiliated with counseling services by
means of faculty consultant, licensed
clinical counselor, Jan Munroe.
Although Munroe was unavailable for
comment, Blossom assures that the
group is, in fact, run by the students,
for the students.
The first informational meeting,"syas
held on Sunday,September 23 and was
led by Blossom with the assistance of
dassmate Brooke McNally '03. '"
Future meetings iwill be structured
around a weekly discussion topic. One
example topic is "dealing with casual
relationships on-campus while also
working through the aftermath of

tragedy ". These discussion topics are
not intended to be strictly pursued, but
are instead intended to provide a loose
structure around which meetings can
proceed. They are also provided so
parridpants- have something to think
about issues regularly, and then dis¦
cuss with fellow students,
"Future topics are likely to indude
books and movies that have helped
you heal or affect you in some way or
another," said Blossom.
Blossom also hopes to incorporate
some other fun and,interesting things
into the group's agenda to allow students to get to know each other more.
ShV also hopes the group will encourage participants to realize that it is
okay to smile, laugh, arid even have
fun in the midst of the grieving
process. She plans on organizing a trip
to the Outing Club cabin, apple picking, and possibly a trip to the coast or a
weekend camping trip,
_
; According to Blossom, "meetings
are confidential, open, and friendly - a
good atmosphere for meeting and discussing sensitive topics and feelings."
Students interested in learning
more about the support group and its
miss|on.are encouraged_.Jo_ attend a
^
weekly meeting or contact either Julie
Blossom (x63l7) or Jan Munroe at
counseling services (x3394) with questions.

Religious community questions Princeton Review
"£y HARRISON LEAVENS
^, STAFF WRITER

'

n
\ According to the most recent
71 edition of the Princeton Review 331

""Best Colleges, Colby ranks among
"' the least religiously active campuses Nationwide. Under the category
J "'students ignore God on a regular
""basis," Colby ranks number five
"behind Macalester College, Lewis
"•& Clark College,
^'W e s l e y a n
"University, and
¦/Pitzer College.
V- . In response to
""this
ranking,
IVJmany people on
v campus who are
J,aware of Colb 's
y
religious offer' ings seem a little
'^surprised.
¦¦
"I think that
¦• 'trplicrinn is alive at

:Colby," said Matt Getty '04.
^•Although Getty himself tries to
regularly attend Protestant services
—at the Chapel, he did concede that
-""it is difficult for students to maintain regular attendance of services
during hectic college life." .
«
From an administrative standit would seem that Colby is
point,
*
active. Colby has f ive
religiously
"
¦
student-run reli gious groups, B'nai
« B'rith Hillel, the Catholic Newman
» Council,
Colby
Christian
the
Colby
Fellowship,
Muslim
*
* Students Organization, and The
¦
Collective for Insight, Refuge, and
" the Celebration of Life Experience
\ (The C.I.R.C.L.E.).
The college also has three offi"
» cial chaplains, a position that many
" other non-religiousl y affiliated
¦
schools have increasing ly moved
¦
to eliminate. Catholic Chap lain
Father
Phil Tracy, who has previ"
¦
ously been affiliated with Bowdoin
¦
College, commended the Colb y
administration for "making reli«' gion very accessible to students
¦' who are interested ."
»|
Father Tracy works closely with
.11

the Newman Council to provide
religious services, sponsor speakers, and hold reli gious discussions,
This year the group came together
to discuss the role of the Church in
the first year required reading
book, "Galileo's Daughter," and is
planning some charitable work to
benefit the homeless.
Father Tracy also gives a
Catholic Mass
each
Sunday
afternoon,
which he estimates
anywhere between
30 to 50 people
n o r m a 1 1y
a t t .e n d .
However, Tracy
noted that with
a few exceptions, the individual students
who show up for Mass changes
from week to week depending on
people's schedules and availability.
"Students have so many """o"ther
activities and academic concerns,"
explains Tracy, "that regular attendance is difficult for most people."
"For many students, this is the
first time they have been away
from homeland also the age when
people begin to question beliefs
they may have grown up with,"
said Tracy. "These things are normal," added Tracy, "but I do feel
that students are open and curious
about God."
Rabbi Raymond Krinsky, the
college's Jewish chaplain, seemed
to concur with Father Tracy about
the difficulty students mi ght
encounter in balancing Colb y 's
academic ri gor with reli gious
observance. "Students come (to
Colby), their main task is to stud y,
also to engage in social activities
and clubs," said Krinsky. Krinsk y
also agreed that Colby has been
"absolutely positive" about making religion available to students
who'are interested.

NEWSBBJEFS
Fox network leaves Maine,
quickly returns
u~
~
;WPXT 5T7rne^yTc^
in the state of Maine, has decided
to switch networks and will only
show programming from the WB
starting Oct. 8. The switch leaves
the state without any Fox affiliates.
However, Waterville's
Adelphia cable system had decided to add a chanriel called FoxNet
to. the basic cable package which
will broadcast all regular Fox programming. It will be seen on
channel 44 starting later in the
week. Ryan Davis wrote a column
on the topic for this week, but had
to throw it out when he called
Adelphia and realized he no
longer had any reason to be outraged. "The Vast Wasteland" will
return next week.
Dale and Coulter speak
Ex-Boy Scout James Dale will
be speaking in the Page *
Commons room on Monday, Oct.
8 at 7:30 p.m. Dale is known for
being expelled ; from the Boy
Scouts and losing his position as
assistant Scout leader after it was
discovered that he was gay.
Conservative lawyer and colurn- .
nist Ann Coulter will present the
opposing view on Oct. 17. Her lecture is scheduled to take place at
7:3.0 p.m. in the 1 Page Commons
room.
Visiting Shakespeare
Company
The Shenandoah Shakespeare
Express will present "Romeo and
Juliet" on Thursday, Oct. 11, and
Friday, Oct. 12. They , will also be
perforrnihg "As You Like. It" on
Saturday, Oct. 13. All shows begin
at 7:30 p.m. in Strider . Theater.
Admission is $2 for students; tickets can be reserved on the web at
colby.edu/theater or at the box
office m Runnals.
Praised by critics for "blowing
the cobwebs out of Elizabethan
drama,"
Shenandoah
Shakespeare utilizes a fresh , energetic- approach to Shakespeare,
combijrting elements of traditional
Shakespearean theater with modern music, costumes and tech_ L_L:
niques.
-

Larimer Chapel serves as a center f o r religious life at Colby.
"(The
administration) has
always been very generous with
fa cilities," said Krinsky, citing
specifically the Pugh Center, which
provides the Hillel group with a
large clubroom equipped with its
own kosher cooking facility. Hillel
uses the room in the Pugh Center
for services each Friday evening
and also for other group gatherings.
Aside from weekly services,
"Jewish students also come out in
great numbers for hi gh holidays to
go together to Synagogue. Beth
Israel in Waterville," said Krinsk y.
"The school has been very good
(about reli gion)," said Krinsk y,noting that "at one time there were
students who wanted a kosher cui-

sine and the dining hall accommodated them."
"I don 't believe religion at

Colb y is any di fferent than in the
community at large,"- said Krinsk y,
adding that "as for the individual
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students, they have their free
choice but the important thing is
that the opp ortunity is there."
Reverend Roriald Morrell, the
college's Protestant Chaplain, was
equally approving of the administration 's efforts
to
provide
resources for reli gion on campus.
"(The chap lains) are given computers, pagers, office space, clubspace," said Morrell.
'
Morrell conducts a weekly nondenominational
I Protestant
Worshi p Service on Sundays, and
also Collaborates with members of
the Colby Christian Fellowship to
schedule Bible studies, weekl y

G. Love & Special Sauce
¦
• Tliemujical^r oup^^
Special Sauce" will be performing
in Wadsworth Gymnasium on
Friday, Oct. 12. The doors open at
8:30 p.m. and the concert is scheduled to begin at 9:00. Tickets are
$10 in advance and $15 at the ^
door, and can be purchased in the
student center.
Poetry Reading
As part of the Women's Studies
Colloquia, native Maine poet
Patricia Ranzoni will be hosting a
reading and discussion in the ,
Whitney Room of Roberts at 4:30
p.m. on Thursday, Oct. 25. The
event is titled, "Making Water,
Making U p Our Minds, Am I
Your Sister? Pocrns .and Stories of
Comfort and Discomfort from
Outback Maine "

See RELIGION, continued
on page 3
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Colby Security reports off-campus party
:; By KAITLIN McCAFFERTY

.'J NEWS EDITOR
J', • Rumors have been fl ying through
J J the student bod y about what or who
j; was the reason that the police were
J] notified about an off campus party.
At an off campus party in
J]
the weekend of Sept.
Clinton,.during
;;
police
from
Clinton arrived at
the
22,
JJ
later
that ni ght , howLodge"
"The
l\
citations
were
given.
ever
no
*\
The
rumors
that
Associate
Dean
JJ
for
Residential
Life
Ron
Students
of
J;
called
the
police
are
Hammond
"'
¦' unfounded, However, he did notif y
•' Pete Chenevert Director of Security
•i who notified the police of the party.
»i
Dean Hammond was forwarded
»i an' anonymous email that served as
« ' the Invitation to the '' party.
»> Hammond said, "I was sent aty email
•I anonymously that included the loca¦!tion of the party and the fact that the
•! hosts were charging five dollars per

person. I assume the email I received
was the same one that many students received."
He then proceeded to notify
Chenevert, the Dean on call and
Dean of Students Janice Kassman
about the party.
"I was concerned that we had a
fa irl y rSublic notice that would leave
some students exposed legall y
because one is not able to charge for
entrance to a party like that, p lus I
was worried about drinking and driving. I must say I was glad to see it
stressed in the email that student's
shouldn't drink and drive," said
Hammond
Chenevert then "went and saw
the deputy Chief downtown. I alerted him to the parly," said Chenevert.
Chenevert too, was concerned
about the potential drinking and driving that could have occurred. "I
thought that if (the police) stopped
in on the parly then it might reduce

I^^^Min^nnnisfflflHxsiiinKMHnnm

the risk of drinking and driving.
That was my ultimate goal," said
Chenevert.
Although there is no policy
directl y concerning off campus parties, Chenevert said, "It's kind of a
policy. I don/t often hear of offcampus parties, but when 1 find out
about them I let the police know. I
feel that letting them know that way
in better than if they find out by surprise, that way they can be proactive
rather than reactive/'
When the police went to "The
Lodge," they spoke with the hosts
and no citations were issued.
Chenevert said that it was beneficial
because then if the police were called
with a complaint, they would know
who to talk to when they went back.
"If the police know and talk to the
hosts first, then the function will be
more safe," said Chenevert. "My
ultimate goal is student safety and if
that means alerting the local author-

ities so that there will be no drinking
and driving and no one gets hurl ,
then that's what I will do. "
There were no problems with
drunk driving resulting from the
party that evening. Chenevert said,
"It is my understanding that it
looked good, There were no comp laints. He sow taxis in and out of
there. That' s how I wanted things to
go."
"I did it as a courtesy to the police
department," said Chenevert.
However, the hosts of the party
did not see it that way.
Jason Brooks '02 said , "It wan a
total farce. We have been in trouble
every year ' for having parties. They
just wanted to get us in trouble this
year."
"We were upset that they called
the police," mid Joey Murray '02,
"They said that they called the police
to keep us out of trouble, but that
doesn't make sense."

The students., who live at "The
Lod ge" were upset that the police
were called specificall y on their specific" party . Murray snid/i "They onl y
did this to us. They have never
called about the other guys who live
off campus."
"There were no comp laints , I
hope all functions off-campus go so
well," said Cheneycrt , "We don't
need any tragedies. My p hilosophy
is safety above all else,"
"I was just doing my job," said
Hammond. "If I, as a dean at Colby,
become aware of any situation that
mi ght possibly j eopardize our students, I ain expected to act on it. My
understanding is that the party went
well, with no legal or health problems for any hosts or guests, and
those who attended had a fun time, I
.see that as a grea t ni ght. "

www.riversiddfarmmarket.com

Only one mile from campus! !
Bear ri ght before heading ; I
towards Hillside. Left at stop I
;
' sign. On your left.
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Dr. Hume plans for t he fiit ure of t he CoIby-Hume Center

By ALEXIS GRANT
STAFF WRITER ;

Alan and Dorothy Hume have
been living at the Colby-Hume
Center for over 25 years, Now, they
say, it is time to plan for the future.
Dr. Hume has been working
closel y with President William D.
"Bro" Adams and the college to create a long-term plan for the Center,
which is owned both by the Humes
and Colby. It consists of twelve acres
on Snow Pond, which is fifteen minutes from campus, and is available
for recreational, and academic use to
the Colby Community.
In the year 2006, the Humes will
have paid off the thirty-year mortgage on their home. Their plan is to
~ ~~' ~
r
givelffo'CdTbyT
Currently,the Centerincludes ten
buildings: the barn, crew boathouse,
changing facility, above-ground
pool, garage, gazebo, shed, two cottages, and the Hume residence. Most
of these buildings have been given
to . Colby by the Humes in the last
twenty years.
•
. However, in 2006, the Humes'
remaining assets—the house, the
shore lot, and the Brown Cottagewill all belong to Colby, under the
condition that the couple will continue to live at the residence until they
choose to do otherwise.

.This generous donation will come
after nearly two decades of Hume
contributions to' "Colby. The couple
b^ughFtKeif homrirrl976rwhen-it
was just the main residential house,
the shed) and the property. After Dr.
Hume became involved in Colby 's
Health Services as a,p hysician,' he
and his wife decided to ' host Colby
pre-medlcaTstudents at their home.
Beginning in 1981, the. pair
shared their residence with one or
two students ' each summer, in all
they hosted fourteen students in
nine years.
In 1986, the Colby Crew» Team
was disp laced from their previous
rowing loca tion, so the Humes
offered their shoreline to the team as
a new Head quarters . In 1990, when
the—Crew—--te.arn-___re_quested a
boathouse, the Humes built' one
using their-own cap ital. Seven years
later, they enlarged the building to
include another boat room and a
bunk house.
In return for ' their support, the
Crew Team gives the Humes half a
day of community service each
semester, which consists mainly of
maintenance work around the
Center. "We have 50 students here
for four hours," said Dr. Hume.
"What they can accomplish in one
afternoon would take PPD a
month."

BRAD SEYMOUR/ tOLBY ECHO
The Hume Center is availiblef or Colby to use year-round.
In 1989, the couple, donated the he hired a blacksmith and added a
shorefront and Yellow Cottage to blacksmithing course to Colby's curColby. These assets have provided
riculum. Both of these classes are
Colby students, faculty, and friends, still offered by Dr. Hume during
with recreation year-round.
JanPlan. Although they are supportCaitlin Cassis '04 said, "(The
ed annually by Office of the Dean of
Colby-Hume Center) is a great place Faculty and by a grant from the
to relax and get away from campus Fisher Foundation, the Humes subfor a while."
sidize the remaining costs, which is a
Nine years ago, Dr.. Hume,began minimum of $10,000 each year to
teaching a JanPlan furniture-making buy equipment, maintain the shop,
class in his barn. The following year, and provide materials to students.

Colby's Aw areness G
By MELISSA HERNANDEZ
STAFFWR1TER

Everyone complains about the
Colby bubble, but until now, few
peop le have tried to do something
about it. Although some people do
not mind the bubble's disconnection from reality, a new club at
Colby hopes to encourage students
to think about issues on a global
scale. Started by Pedzi Makumbe
'02, the Awareness Club seeks to
enlighten students about the world
outside of Waterville.
Makumbe hopes to set an attentive and proactive examp le as president of the Awareness Club. The
club's goal, he said, is to "Educate
the students about international
affairs" and to enlighten students
how these events concern them.
Although the membership number is alread y hi gh, Makumbe said

CIGARETTES: Trainor f ights i
losing battle f o r smokers rights

he "still wants the total membership of 83 students to expand ."
The members of the executive
board, Pawel Brodalka '05 as secretary/ Emily Bernier '04 as publicity
officer, Elizabefa Gorgoska '04 as
treasurer and Rumbidzai Sundire
'04 as web site manager.
The Awareness Club's Web site
should be up and running by the
end of September. There will be a
direct link to the page from the
Colby homepage.
Among the club's ambitions it
lans
to sponsor lectures facilitated
p
by professors and specialists on
topics such as .the AIDS ep idemic
and other global issues, host theme
dances, and show free movies.
Furthermore, Pedzi desires that
the cldb be "proactive, not reactive." In the future, the Awareness
Club should be ' involved in charities and food drives, even if there is

came up with ^the idea ..¦.for ' _ the
event.
At the gathering, there will be
video presentations about the
actions of the World Bank and the
International Monetary
Fund
(IMF). It will be the first maj or
event sponsored by the club.
The agenda will later consist of
a general discussion and a fasting
period of several days during
which volunteers Would agree to
abstain from consuming three commodities central to the event's
topic: bananas, coffee and beef.
The club's next event is called
the Global Food System and You.
There will be a table set up in
Cotter Union where students will
pledge to fast from unfairly traded
products. Professors Jonathan
White and Catherine Besteman
will host a program in the Pugh
Center on Oct. 9 at 7pm.

no crisis.
The club began due to the
events that happen in the world do
not always directly involve everyone, but as humans, everyone is
involved indirectly. However it
occasionall y takes tragic events to
raise the level of awareness that the
world's nations are interlocked
socially and economically.
The Awareness Club wants to
encourage people by education to
think outside the general definitions and labels that are created by
society such as "Africans " or
"Asians." Stereotypes are a major
concern to the members of the club.
That is one barrier that they would
like to see broken down at Colby.
The first official event will occur
on Tuesday, Oct. 9, tentatively entitled "Social Consequences of the
Global Food Systems." -Ryan
Swank '03, was the person who

i
RELIGION: Religiousleaders d ef en d Colby 's commitment to f ath

continued from page 2

men's and women's group meetings, social events, and to bring
speakers of - interest to campus.
Recent events have included a
speaker last weekend addressing
concerns of reconciling fa ith and
science.
Morrell seemed to doubt the
validity of the Princeton Review
ranking. Calling into question the
Review's method of research
Morrell said, "they survey a certain
group of people and if they get a
few outlandish remarks they base
the rankings on that." Indeed, as
the Princeton
Review
itself
eup hemisticall y admits in the preface to its 2001 edition , "the survey
is qualitative and anecdotal rather
than quantitative and scientific."
Aside from his duties as
Protestant Chap lain, Morrell also
acts as the coordinator among the
chaplains, and works to hel p students whose reli gious needs are
not satisfied at the college to find
p laces of worship in the local community for their particular religious faith or denomination.

^(¦iwT B wi T#P P
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In particular, Chaplain Morrell
has also tried to establish a nethas worked extensively with the work with Muslim students at
Colb y
Muslim
Students Bates and Bowdoin to organize cerOrganization to " promote more tain events. "Last year SGA had
activities and awareness. The been talking about getting a perMuslim Group holds prayers every manent Muslim Chaplain, but it
Friday at noon and also organizes would be very difficult , " said
reli g ious
other '
activities. Tuffaha.
"I am not very familiar with
According to Amjad Tuffaha '02, a
member of the group, the Muslim other campuses, but my impres'S t u d e n t s"
sion is that reliOrganization
g ion * is not a
"seeks
to
priority among
inform
the
Colby students,
comColb y
that
people
munity about
seem generall y
Islam and to
i n d i f f e r e n t ,"
Tuffaha
said.
remove
any
According
m i s c o n c ep to
tions
and
Tuffaha,
last
stereotypes. "
year 's diversity
Since there
conference was
one successful
is no Muslim
effort in "generChap lain on
discuscarrlpus,
on
ating
sion about relih o l i d ay s
Muslims at Colb y must travel tP Igion and also race, .making people
Orono, the closest sizable Muslim realize that there are issues of relicommunity in the area. The group ' g ion and race on campus, and that
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if we want diversity we have to be
more open about discussing these
issues. " •
The C.I.R.C.L.E., although still a
new club at Colby, seeks activel y to
create a visible community of spirituality on campus. According to
the club's faculty advisor, reference/instruction librarian Marilyn
R. Pukkila, the C.I.R.CL.E. "exists
for any student, faculty; "and staff
that have an interest in Pagan and
non-western religious traditions."
"At this years activities fair, we
had - 28 members si gn ," said
Pukkila. Annual club activities
include a May Pole celebration oh
Runnals field, as well as a number
of other earth based spiritual ceremonies. Pukkila will also be teaching a JanPlan this year on Wicca.
"I would say the majority of students on campus would say they
believe in some sort of God,"
Pukkila said, "but I think the problem is people don't like to talk
about it very much."

Home of the Buy 1, . Grt 2 # Freef
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"Giving is fun if you do it because Hume Center Long Range Plan to
!
help secure the future of the Colbjp .
you want to," said Hume.
^
Although Dr. Hume recently cele- Hume Center. In it, he wrote, VI!
brated his 75th birthday, his goal is could never fully express my grau~tude tcrthe-Humes for-the opportlfeito coruffiuTTeacTim ^
nities and experiences I have had &t
ing for another five years.
"One of the great things about the the Colby-Hume center. I am j oined
course is students teaching stu- by countless others... I hope the coldents," he said, referring to the lege will value such a, resource fr)r
the growth it is capable of providing
Colby students who graduate from
his furniture class and return the fol- to its students."
;; \
"We both view Colby as c||n \
lowing year- as student-teachers.
'The important thing is for students adopted alma .mater," Dr. Hurr|e
to find out things about them- said, referring to himself and hj s
selves. "
wife, although neither of them actuIt is his hope that once he retires, ally graduated from the college. He
a new teacher will be emerge and describes his responsibility as an
Colby students will continue to learn unpaid supervisor at the Center as
to work with wood and metal at the "a very rewarding experience... Our
Colby-Hume Center. However, relationship with Colby has been so
u
should the interest for such classes worthwhile."
caribej
madeJuitQ
come
disappear me-bam
i^You jee_ ti\e^young_people
^
a conference center for the college.
and they wave...it's a very Hffilliri g "
"Colby's current use-of the Hume life," said Mrs. Hume.
!!
Center is extensive," said President
The Humes will continue to woilk
Adams. "The Center is a very impor- with President Adams and other
tant asset for us, and we are deeply Colby administrators and faculty f a
grateful to the Humes for their cur- establish a specific strategy that wjll
rent contributions to Colby's stu- ensure the survival of the Center
dents and for their long-term inten- once the couple no longer liv#s
'!
tions... to ensure that the Center there.
~.
„.. ,
. M
"What we wanted to see happenremains a vibrant part of the educational program."
ing is happening," said Dr. Hurrt£,
Franklin J. Struwe, a former fur- while petting the youngest of uje
niture student of Dr. Hume and a couple's six dogs. "It's a labor jj)f
"¦
1999 graduate, compiled a Colby- love." . .
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continued f r om p age 1

say,what next battle? This might be the
biggest battle we face, except for alcohol.'If we don't let the administration
know exactly how disgusted we feel
(about the ban on cigarettes), what will
happen with alcohol?"
Advocates for the ban, such as Dr.
Melanie Thompson, count the
Presidents' Council's decision to table
the motion as a minute victory.
Adamant that more action should be
taken, she said that, "if people smoke
they are enabling their right to die.
Cigarettes are the only substances
when used correctly are lethal."
Every year, she and -Ron
Hammond, Dean of Residential Life,
have advocated ways to reduce the
problem of smoking on campus by
making all the dorms smoke-free.
Thompson added pointedly, "If the
college sold pizza with chemicals such
as formaldeh yde, formic acid, and carbon monoxide then the students
would protest it. Selling cigarettes is no
different."
Even knowing the health risks,
some students still oppose the ban.
Alan Ashbaugh '05 said that he is
"strongly against the ban because I
believe the college should give students that choice and not make it for

¦
~
-:
them."
Moreover, students often point to
the college's support of stocks in the
tobacco industry. Marshall White '04
said, "So, if the college is willing to
invest irt Phillip Morris stock... it
makes good business sense, ' and what
is a school but a business which provides a service of education."
Students in general, feel that they
should have been consulted in the
change of policy.Aliya Al-Aufy '03, for
example, said, "the student bod y
should have a bigger say" regarding
the matter of cigarette sales on campus.
Janice Kassman, Dean of Students,
addressed this precept in a-letter dated
November 29, 2000. The administration does not have direct "control of
the day-to-day operation of the investment managers who are hired by (he
Trustees to invest the endowment."
Kassman further noted that they
addressed the students "in the spirit of
consultation... we regret any misconception that the coirunittee approval
was necessary or that its maj ority preference would be binding; neither was
the case."
Adams said, "If I could go back in
time and do it differently I, would,' but
ifs done."
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"YESTERDAY, A TRIBUTETO THE BEATM3S"
TO PLAY OPERA HOUSE
Fab
Four to Visit Waterville
iiiimniiiiwiMii
iiM^

WATERVILLE , ME "Yesterday, A Tribute To The Beatles" will perform at The
Waterville Opera House on October 6, 2001 at 8:00 I'M. This magical mystery
tour its a nationwide hit with all ages.
Yesterday has been performing and touring throughout the world sounding and
looking like the Beatles. Thrilling their audiences wearing authentic suits like the
ones on The Ed Sullivan Show, Yesterday will take you on n mystery tour from
1964-1966 with their mop top hair , Beatle boots, exciting powerful vocals and
witty stage mannerisms! Then , in their second set, Yesterday comes out bringing
back the psychedelic era of peace and love of 1967! Wearing colorful satin Sgt.
Pepper suits and mustaches. Yesterday will take yon to 1970, and the final days of
Beatlemaiiia. After the concert , you can meet and chat with tltc members of the
group!
Yesterday consists of; Don Bcllczzo, who portray s the role of John Lennon , plays
rhythm guiwr mid sings lead, Originally from LA , Don has performed extensively
throughout the world and is the founder of the group. Davey Justice, who portrays
the role of Paul McCartney, plays bass guitar und also sings lead. Originally from
Chicago, Duvey has performed all over the world including Liverpool Rnglnnd , nt
The Cavern Club, where The Beatles used to perform. Monte Mann , who portrays
George Harrison, plays lead guitar. Originally from Texas, Montc'.t excellent
musical ability portrays the mystical Beatle amazingly. Dick Cimico, who
t
portrays Ringo Stair plays drums. Originally from Colorado Springs, Dick has
been starring in numerous musical reviews over his extensive musical career,
!
i

Oct ready to go back into time to the days when the world went craizy for these
four lads from Liverpool!wjmbcjJjs iiibj^xdjyyCQaj
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Cigarette Sales Decision Should Be Up to College

:

^

Take a 166k, it's in a book

;. ¦ Jay Trainor '04 has been zealously battling the.Colby adrninistration and
the Student Government Association for the return of cigarette sales in the
Spa, which were eliminated last fall. He surely has some support among
smokers on campus, but this is an issue that no longer seems worth arguing over.
- Last year there was indeed a substantial outcry against the administration for going against the recommendations of the SGA and banning cigarette sales, but now Trainor seems to be the only passenger still riding the
action bus. The other members of Presidents' Council/ in addition-txrrnany
students, have gotten off at the last stop to buy their cigarettes at one of the
myriad convenience stores and gas stations surrounding Colby in every
____
directionT—— —
—— *——
—-— _ —__ ___..:.
" Ultimately,, it's up to the College to decide what they sell to students,
and we're not aware of any fundamental right to purchase cigarettes on
small liberal arts campuses. The Presidents' Council could better serve the
students by saving themselves for whatever battles lie ahead, rather than
harping on a issue that was rendered dead nearly a year ago.
.
| But this is Cojby. Some people here want everything provided for them
within a two-minute walk from their dorm rooms. If Colby students can't
get down to the Puffin Stop on a regular basis, maybe they should be pestering the SGA to improve the reliability of the Jitney service instead of continuing to pursue the cigaretteissue as Trainor has.

Uncommon
Sense

A lpt of thei boofe j /mthinking^f _
by C.S. Lewis
get our liberal arts degree, or to keep
^
6. "Where the Sidewalk Ends'~
our job, or because "ifs good forus." are generally regarded as "kids'
by Shel Silverstein
And that/s' really a shame. books," and thaf s part of the reason
they don't get read very often by
7.
"Stones
from the River"
is
very
enjoyable
when
Reading
Emma
~
our
age.
But
children's
people
,
and;
T
TJrsula
Hegi
it
because
you
want
to
by
doing
you're
McCandless
•8. "The Last Unicorn"
instead of because you have to. All , young adult fiterarure are often the
by Peter S. Beagle
the clicheVapply—you "escape to most enjoyable stories, and they usuThere is a' very ancient activity c^HerTTworlds" ah^~"''ex~perience -alty—offer—some- really—poignant-—9^'Outof the Dust^
—
by Karen Hesse
that many people today—and more amazing adventures." Reading insights and lessons.
So, here's a short pleasure-read10. "A Wrinkle in Time"
than a few_ of them college students- cheers you up when you're feeling
by Madeline L'Engle
have . lost Sight of in today's busy, down and lets you laugh when ing list and a challenge from me. If
These are just some of the books
high-tech world. I'd like to take this you're in a good mood. In short, there's a book on this list you haven't
opportunity to promote it.
reading is simply a very freeing read before, or even that you haven't that I've found make people laugh,'
That activity is pleasure—read- activity. It really doeis let you forget read for a really long time, try and do cry and think. I promise ydu'li like at
least one of them. You'll probably
about your problems—even if only so before the end of the semester.
in&. .
Web"
1
.
"Charlotte's
like all of them.
ht
about
now
you're
for
fifteen
minutes—and
become
Okay,
so
ri
g
*
by E;B. White
. .So set aside that O-chem textbook
thinking, What the heck is she talk- someone else entirely.
2. "The Reader"
and those Calc problem sets, take a
ing about? I read all the rime! I have
I'm not talking just about "jurik
by Bernhard Schlink
half-hour study break, arid read a
a hundred pages to read for tomor- books" either. There's some really
3. "The Secret Garden"
book for fun. I guarantee you'll enjoy
row!
good literature out there thaf s probyourself.
by Frances Hodgson Burnett
Right, I know that. I'm not saying ably not on any college reading lists,
¦' ¦
4. "A Solitary Blue"
¦
¦
we don't read anymore, I'm saying and therefore tends to get over..
t ^: • ¦ ;
. by Cynthia Voight
we don't readJEQR FUN very:often. looked byibusy college students.
5. "the Lion, the Witch and the
Emma McCandless is the
Reading has become something of a (Myself included, of course. I'm just
Wardrobe"
Echo Op inions Editor.
chore, something we have to do to as guilty as anyone else.)

College Security Overstepped Its Bounds
The recent events at an off-campus party two weekends ago were a case
of security overstepping it bounds. Colby students were looking to have a
good time at a residential house in the town of Clinton. Last time we
'checked Colby security's jurisdiction did not spread to 20 miles north of
JiVaterville. Security had no right to call the police and sheriff's department
£hd tip them off about a party involving Colby students. The party did noj;
rjisturb the neighbors or the surrounding community, but police arrived
4nyway because of Colby's concerns with the party. This should not have
happened.
* Security overstepped its bounds in this case. A number of Colby students were looking to travel to an off-campus party and have a good time.
There were designated drivers and plenty of cabs, however security's need
to inform the authorities that there may be some illegal actions was just
another action by the administration to squash the fun of Colby students.
The reason students are going twenty miles off campus to enjoy their
weekend is because the administration at this school has taken measures to
eliminate what little social life exists here. There is little social programming on campus at Colby that isn't "chem-free" so ho one should be surprised that people are taking*25 minute cab rides just to go to a party.
No matter how the Deans and Security found out about the off campus
party it was handled wrongly. Security underestimates the responsibility of
our students to be safe. Students don't need the administration to hold their
hands everywhere they go and make decisions for them. The campus doesn't need Security to be our parents.
- After the police showed up, the party continued and to ho one's surprise
no person was hurt or injured and students used good judgment in being
safe. Please let there be some fun without it getting ruined/ students are
responsible and smart, and just want to have a good time occasionally.

Henderson deserves place among ellie
Ward's
Words

Henderson's may have been the
most impressive all-round career in
the last quarter century." .
Who do you think of when you
Geoff Ward
think of active baseball greats, or
future Hall of Famers? Cal Ripken,
Jr., Mark McGwire, Tony Gwynn,
Rickey Henderson is one of the Barry Bonds,, and Sammy Sosa are
greatest baseball pj ayers of all time, usually atdhe top of such lists, and
and as the end of the baseball season for good reason, but why do most
nears, everyone seems to be ignoring people think of Rickey Henderson as
that fact. This is. nothing new not belonging in the same category
because for the most part sports as these players? Henderson has
journalists have been ignoring it-for walked more than anyone in the hisr
his entire 22-year career.
tory of the game (2,137, in second is
The only time I've ever agreed Babe Ruth with 2,062), he has stolen
with Geroge P. Will was when he more bases than anyone ever (1,395,
once wrbte> "Rickey Henderson's in second place is Lou Brock with
thighs, which are responsible f or 938), and soon he will hold the
what still may be the quickest first record for runs scored in a career.
Combine these three records with
step in baseball, are the key to.this:
baseball's history is Written largely the 3,000 hits he will surely get and
in numbers, and numbers say you also have in Henderson the

greatest leadoff hitter of all time.
Can any of the above stars be considered the greatest of all time in
anything? Bonds, McGwire, and
Sosa have all hit a lot of home runs,
and have had record setting single
seasons, but they all have a long way
to go to surpass Hank Aaron as the
greatest home runrhitter of all time.
Ripken, Bonds, and Gwynn all have
over 3,000 hits butj ieither will surpass 4,000 to put them with Ty Cobb
and Pete Rose as among the greatest
hitters of all time. '
Among the group above only
Ripken can claim a "greatest of all
time," title, but it is in thexategory of
consecutive games played, which
dsesRit mean all that muchr~~~~~^
Granted Barry Bonds is chasing
the single-season home run record,
and two 'ali-tirne greats Cal Ripkin,
jE T^and Tony Gwynn are on their

farewell tours, but what Henderson
is quietly doing is no less impressive. As I'm writing this he needs
two runs to surpass Ty'Cobb's career
record of 2,245, and only three hits to
reach the 3,000 hit plateau.
The reason Henderson isn't the
lead story however, is because he
could be the most despised player in
pro baseball. A long time ago he was
labeled "arrogant," "cocky," "selfish," and a "hot dog," because of the
way he played. Much like Bonds,
Henderson has been consistently
good at what he does on a baseball
field , and he hasn't been afraid to let
people know it.
When he broke Lou Bock's stolen
base record of 938 in 1991 he
declared "I am the greatest," and

parked innocuousl y on a city materials. If the van that Tim
street or driven through the gates McVeigh parked in Oklahoma
of the White House represent only City had contained even a basketsome of the terrorist artillery.
ball sized amount of plutonium
Then, beyond the conventional and various electronics that can
lies what analysts, like the head of currently readily be purchased at
Harvard' s Belfer Center for any Radio Shack, Oklahoma City
would
be
Science
-and
I n t e r n a t i o n a l ..._ . . _ '
enveloped
in
nuclear winter.
Affairs, Graham WE HAVE NEVER
The threat of
Allison,
have FACED AN ENEMY
mass-destruction
termed the "100
is two-fold. The
H o r r i b l e s " : SUCH. AS THE ONE
New York Times
nuclear and bio- WE NOW SEEK AND
t
reported Sunday
logical weapons
that America is
that
experts THESE EXTRAORDIgrossly underhave, until now, NARY TIMES NE&ESSI
prepared for an
been reluctairt to
attack involving
discuss for fear TATE AN UNCOMMON
of
inducing
biological
and
RESPONSE TO
chemical agents.
needless fears.
The
medical
With
the ENSURE THE PROcommunity does
remains r"
of
TECTION OF OUR CIT
not have suffiRussia's nuclear
cient supp lies of
prowess
now IZENS.
serum's such as
rotting at various sites in and around the former the small-pox vaccine to combat a
Soviet Union, only time stands serious epidemic.
According to the Centers for
between the terrorists and nuclear
Disease Control, the federa l
supplies.
Perhaps. I'm making an overl y bureaucracies cannot even agree
conservative estimate. Perhaps on what agents pose the most serithose who wish . to topp le the ous threats, let alone begin to presuperpower alread y have nuclear pare the public for such an ,attack,

The former New York commissioner of public health, Margaret
Hamburg warns, "The take home
message is: we're not prepared."
The United States isn't prepared
for weapons that pose the most
significant threat to our national
security.
In this cruel game of global
chess, we must not allow ourselves to think only one move at a
time. As the planning behind Sept.
11 clearly illustrates, our adversaries have thought well into the
future. The need for protection
from an enemy, which thus far has
been quite able to evade capture
and detection, is evident and pertinent and granting the government the powers to deal with Al
Qaeda's threat is the fi rst step
towards a less vulnerable
America. Pragmatism lends itself
to the goal of a safer America far
more than cynicism.
With all of the aforementioned
threats entering the realm of terrorist possibilities, I ask whether
or not we should question the
nearly unanimous resolution that
Congress passed giving the executive branch wide ranging powers
to uncbver those that perpetrated
the attacks on New York and

Washington, We have never faced
an enemy such as the one we now
seek and - these extraordinary
times necessitate an uncommon
response to ensure the protection
oi pur citizens.
Should Congress spend valuable time mired in ^the- usual
unremitting debate over how
much power to give the President
or preparing the- government and
citizenry for wTiat will be a long
and difficult conflict? Red tape
and limita tions would only set
boundaries on what is an inherentl y boundless war and in doing
so would compromise the ability
of the United States to defend
itself.
Jud ging from our readiness to
respond to a chemical or nuclear
threat, which has come as a result
of legislative bungling and disagreement, adding more heads to
the decision-making beast is tantamount . to throwing in the towel
before we have even begun the
fi ght.

See HENDERSON
continued on page ^6

We must do whatever is necessary to stop teirorism
The American
Perspective

represent the only weapon in the
Al-Qaeda magazine.
In the wake of these tragic
events,
it is far too easy to slip into
Matt
naivete
and think that nothing like
buy-Hamilton
p lanes flying into the World Trade
Center could ever happen again.
Al Qaeda and the man who However, with five thousand minleads it is what Secretary of State ions among us and countless othColin Powell has termed a "think- ers around the globe poised to
ing enemy." Osama bin Laden's strike at bin Laden's command,
terrorist conglomerate and their that seems unlikely at best.
Taliban hosts are unlike any
The terrorists have turned some
enemy that the United States has of our greatest national assets, our
ever encountered. They are 'hell- liberty, our openness, and our
bent on effecting their changes powerful economy, into an array
and willing, if not eager, to give of liabilities to accompany a landtheir lives in service to a misinter- scape that offers a wide variety of
,
pretation of Islam.
targets and have successfully shatThe more investigators learn tered the previous American illuabout the men who carried out the sion of invulnerability. The counatta cks on New York City and tries that support bin Laden offer
Washington, the more incredible little in the way of targets, which
the complexity of their p lots and makes America 's new war that
the dedication to their cause much harder to fight effectively.
become and the more obvious it
Furthermore, the number of
seems that future attacks on potential weapons that • terror
America loom ahead.
could employ against Americans
When looking at the estimates is nearl y limitless. Private aircraft
of the size of the Al Qaeda net- jam packed with explosives and
work, which place the number of piloted by one of the many men
operatives in the United States at eager to give their lives for a perfive thousand, it is difficult to verse vision of their reli gion as
believe that the events of Sept. 11 well as vans filled with fertilizer
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Matt Guy-Hamilton is a
weekly columnis t for the Echo
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-Caie Young '04, Jen Barret '04,
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Talk of McGwire, Bonds and Sosa
should not overshadow Henderson
Continued f r ompage 5

took a lot of grief from the media for his- 22-year career Henderson has
making such a statement. But while bettered that number in 11 seasons,
Bonds has been put in the spotlight and did so as recently as 1998 when
this season as he narrows in on he stole 66 bases to lead baseball at
McGwire's single season hpmerun the age of 40. Henderson stole over
record, Henderson is still as unpop- 100 bases in three seasons, with 100
in 1980, 108 in 1983, and a single seauTaf a topic as he's always been.
Regardless of comments he's son record 130 in 1982, a record we
made to the media, or contract dis- will not see broken in our lifetimes.
But if s not just the numbers that
putes" he's had, or his infatuation
with himself, I believe that Rickey make Henderson great, if s the dediHenderson is what's ri ght with cation he has had over his career .to
baseball and has been throughout doing the little things, and doing
his career. Baseball has become a them better than anyone. You can
game of home runs. This year three call him selfish, but when he gets on
players could hit over 60 home runs base consistently, can get into scorfor the first time in history. Players ing position at will, and thereby help
with high on-base percentages or his team win games then maybe the
that lead the league in hits aren't in selfish label doesn't fif as nicely as
, -—,-the spotlight. Neitherare'great field- some would have it.
After all, baseball is fundameners or consistent run scorers.
Mark McGwire makes all the tally .about scoring runs, and at the
highlights for his homenins, even end of this season, Rickey
though he's totting below .200. In Henderson will be the greatest ever
this age of the long ball, the stolen at just that. I hope he gets the recogbase has become a lost art form. nition such an accomplishment
Players are now supposed to get on deserves.
base and stand there, waiting for a
homerun to drive them in,
GeoffWard is the Echo
This season, Roger Cedeho of the
Manag ing Editor.
Detroit tigers leads the major
leagues with 55 stolen bases. Over

Fun with foreign menus
Lexicon
Devils
Noah Charney
I would like to share some humorous mistranslations that have occurred
on foreign menus. The genuine, wellmeaning attempts on the. part of foreign restauranteurs to help American
tourists navigate uncharted menus, is
both sweet and hilarious. One can picture a member of a restauranfs staff;
perhaps a waiter, bursting with pride
at his facile use of the English language, as he translates the restaurant
menu from his native language into
Englishrfbr-~the--benefit of -lost and
frightened Americans gastronomists.
The mistakes in translation are
often very funny, and sometimes
bizarre and thought-provoking. These
menu items come from real restaurants, and were accumulated from personal experience, as well as from books
of malaprops.
The Far East is a beacon of culinary
mistranslation. From a restaurant in
China, one can order "Cold Shredded
Children and Sea Blubber in Spicy
Sauce," "Fresh Fish Soap," or even
"Braised Sharks Fin Comb with
Seafood and Bamboo Ith Fungus" (this
is not a typo). While in Hong Kong,
what meal would be complete without
a large portion of "Individual Cock"?
In South Korea, you can get ' Sweet
Macapuno Balls," In case you ^re not
quite sure what a Macapuno Ball is, the
menu provides the helpful parenthetical explanation: "(gelatinous mutant
coconut.)" Meanwhile, Nepal, fri ghteningly enough, offers a dish called
"Grilled Dachsund," which I can only
hope is a mistranslation.
One restaurant in Japan provided a
bounty of delicious specialties, including "Fried Fisherman," "Fried
Hormones" (which we all could use),
and the hopefull y not aptly titled,
"Strawberry Crap." The chef's recommendation, however, is "Teppan Yakibefore your cooked right eyes." Yikes.'
Thailand provides an exfoliating
dish, called "Macaroni Popazits,"
while India offers something called
"Masaln Nasty." That same Indian
restaurant has the following phrase
prominently displayed on their menu:
¦

7—¦—¦"—¦—— ¦ ¦"¦ ¦ ' ¦
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"Our food will make your eyes water;
mouth drool, nostrils sniffle, and
tongue reel with the sensational experience." I'm still not sure if that is
meant to be an enticement, or a warning. And what meal would be complete without the Vietnamese classic,
"Pork with Fresh Garbage," followed
by a side order of refreshing "Rice
Cooky." And if you'd like something
light, how about the Indonesian breakfast favorite "Toes with Butter and
Jam."
The rest of the world is not far
behind Asia. In Mexico, you can have a
heaping helping of "Grilled 'Potties,"
while in France you can get "Fish
Landlady Style" or "Sweat from the
Trolley." For most of these.mistransla-rions;'crnecan sort of figure out what
the translator meant, such as the
Egyptian delicacies "Prawn Cock and
Tail," and "Lobster Thermos." But
"Sweat from the Trolley" still eludes
me.
Poland has a handful of local dishes which almost sound appealing,
"Roasted Duck Let Loose," which I
presume is a euphemism for "free
range," but one can never, tell; "Beef
Rashers," which are "beaten up in the
country people's fashion;" and the titillating "Limpid Red Beet Soup with
Cheesy Dumplings in the Form of a
Finger."
Of all the countries, Spain wins the
Lexicon Devil Award for comical
menu mistranslations. Who wouldn't
want to start off a meal with "Goose
Barnacles"? Then, on to some
"Farinaceous with Fried Calamari in
His Ink" (who knew that "He" had any
"Ink?"), "Scrambees Eggs with Little
Green Bees," "Deer Loin Just Roast in
His Jug," and "Boiled Fish in His Jug."
I'll bet you didn't even know that "He"
had a "Jug!"
And, for desert, a large slice of
"Oinc Kernel Cake." Believe it or not, I
actually ordered and ate a piece of
"Oinc Kernel Cake." I still have no idea
what it is. So, during your travels, take
note of and enjoy not only what you
eat, but also what if s called. Thaf s half
the fun.

By PATRICK BENTON
STAFF WRITER

Every dajfras more countries line
up-—-behind the United States'
counter-terrorism campaign, it
becomes more apparent that we may
soon be engaged in a military campaign against the terrorist network
in Afghanistan. Last weekend,
around seven thousand people
made their opposition to such campaign clear in a protest held in
Washington, DC. I congratulate
them on what was a very peaceful
act. It is now time to respond to the
platitudes of the protest with some
oft-ignored facTs.
First, America was a strong ally
of Afghanistan until the Taliban
uprising in 1996. We must be
reminded that it was the United
States that supported a small band
of guerillas, led by Saudi expatriate
Osama bin Laden, that fought for ten
years withAmerican support, arms,
and money against the Soviet invasion of 1979. In 1989, when the
Soviets withdrew, it was the United
States that supported the efforts of
the various bands of Af ghanis that
worked to form a responsive government, which was eventually toppled by the Taliban in 1996. These
groups represented(ri}nearly_ every
walk of ethnic, ideological, and religious differences in Af ghanistan.
This band still holds together in the

form of the Northern Alliance
despite the Taliban's assassination of
before the terx
theirleadeTtwo^ays
rorist attacks.
Second, the Taliban, a coalition of
military, and religious leaders, is neither docile nor popularly supported.
The Washington Post reported on
Sunday about the Taliban and talked
to several Afghan titizens victimized
by the Taliban. .
* Mohammad Zarif, "58. "They
arrested me and beat me and
crushed my nose." No reason for his
arrest was given. The Taliban, supposedly devoutly Muslim, even
ignored Zarif's daughter when she
fought the Taliban for her father's
stolen freedom with the words of the
Koran.
* Rakhmatula Azimullah, 19.
"The Taliban showed up at his family house in the middle of the night in
1996, demanded buns, beat his
father and burned the house to the
ground." Keep in mind, if Azimullah
is runeteeiiTrc^hewas just fourteen
when he saw hisJamer murdered.
* Fazle Allah, "55 or 56 (Allah is
unsure)". "His uncle was killed by
the Taliban two years ago, his two
sons were imprisoned and another
uncle w^s hit in the head so hard
that he has never recovered fully.
The last time the Taliban controlled
the area, he recalled, it sold young
women and publicly killed six
townspeople, two by stuffing money

up their noses and slitting their
throats,"
:
Third, Osama bin Laden is a terrorist bent on destroying American
citizens, not a peace-loving cleric
interested in protecting the principles of Islam. If one needs proof that
bin Laden is strategically attacking
innocent people, consider his words
quoted in Sunday 's Washington
Post. "We do not differentiat
between those dressed in military
uniforms and civilians," he said.
"U.S. aggression is affectingMuslim
civilians, and. all American citizens
are targets in this fatwa (bin Laden's
formal 1998 statement of jihad, or
struggle, against the United States)."
Can one possibly think that this
means bin ( Laden will stop at just
this attack? He did not stop after the
attacks on the American embassies
in Kenya and Tanzania.
One final note about bin Laden: if
he was so interested in the welfare of
oppressed peoples in the Middle
East, why does he use his considerable-wealth only-to perpetrate terror
and not to feed, clothe, or house
innocent people? Is the United States
government, and thus the American
people, the only party responsible
for their well-being?
In summation if the United States
can bring down a cruel, un-elected
power like the Taliban, capture bin
Laden to try him for his crimes, and
do significant damage to' the net-

work of terrorism based in
Afghanistan then we should press
forward. The important thing is to
use strategic military attacks that
minimize the number of innocent
lives lost" (something bin Laden
would hardly consider in his very
political crusade).
As I noted in a letter to the editor
a few weeks ago, we must bring to
justice those that perpetrated these
crimes and those complicit by their
deeds or by their sheltering of criminals. These are basic principles of
ju stice; a conditional response as I
suggested is a wise and just action. If
we can accomplish the same without
military intervention, we must do
SO.

What we must not do is succumb
those who would rather do what we
did in World War II: sit idly until we
are driven to the brink by hostile
forces and our own folly. We must
not ignore the historical facts or the
words of such a criminal mind. We
must not ignore the suffering of a
people locked under an oppressive
regime that neglects its people while
exploiting power, resources and
wealth for its own gain. We must not
ignore a blatant call for action.
Patrick Benton is a regular
columnist for the Echo.

SHOC CORNER
(Have your health questions answered by Student .Health On Campus)
Q. I am interested in going on birth control, is this something I can do here at Colby?
A. Yes, it is. In order to go on birth control at Colby, though, either you have to have a Pap smear (which you can do at the health center), or have the results
of your recent Pap smear sent to the health center. From there, you can get a prescription from the health center and you may start purchasing pills there. The
pills cost $10.00 a pack, and a pack will last you about a month. You can call x3394 to make an appointment for the Pap smear or to make a follow-up appointment to get a prescription.
Q. Can men get yeast infections? If so, how would they get it and how do you cure it?

'I
.
,
A. Yes, men can develop yeast infections, though it is rare. With a male infection, the yeast will reside in the urethra and can cause burning and irritation during urination, The infection could be the result of sexual intercourse with a woman who has a yeast infection. Before treatment, though, it is important to get a
differential diagnosis by getting a yeast culture. Many women treat a self-diagnosed yeast infection when they truly have vaginitis or an STD. Men may do the
same when they have an STD, so a yeast cultureis important for both sexes, To get a culture done, ydu can make an appointment at the health center at x3394.
To treat a yeasf infection, there are several anti-fungal over-the-counter medicines and topical creams. While treating a yeast infection it is advised not to engage
in sexual intercourse, if your partner is treatingone, it is advised not to perform oral sex on him or her. Things such as maintaining good hygiene, especially before
and after intercourse, and wearing all cotton underwear are ways to help minimize the chance of developing a yeast infection for a male or a female ,

Noah Charney is a weekly
columnist f or the Echo.

To submit a question to SHOC COLBY see the SHOC boxes in the studen t center and outside ofDdna dining hall.
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Women in Arts Series offers wide variety
By KATE RUSSO
A&E EDITOR

This coming fall will be the
twentieth annual Women's Studies
Colloquia at Colby. The Colloquia,
already in full swing, promise to
offer an eclectic and stimulating
series of events from lectures to
one-woman productions to juried
art shows.
—In—eon/unction—with—Colby 's
twenty-year tradition • with
the
_
Women Studies Colloquia7 all the
colleges and universities within the
state of Maine get together each
year to hold a Women's Studies
Conference, This year the conference will be hosted by Colby on the
same theme, "Women in the Arts,"

Chicago
j azz quintet
performs
last Mnute
showW
Lorimer

on Nov. 3.
"The conference this year is
going to be much larger," says conference coordinator Elizabeth
Leonard of the Women's Studies
department. This year, the conference is expecting to have about 40
different events, speakers, and topics, ranging from "Black Women
Rewrite the Western" to "Science,
Sexism and Satire: An , Artist's
''
View" . , ' .
—I3ie—conference—will—consist.-of
five sessions, three in which
attendee's will choose a lecture
from a list of around 15 topics. The
other two sessions are plenary sessions to be attended by all members
of the conference. .
The first speaker will be Nicole
Boussard, an acclaimed poet who

has published over 35 books in her
career, such as "The Living in Entity
and the Sterile." She is considered
to be one of the most important
speakers in, the feminist movement
today.,
The second speaker of the conference will be Salem Mekuria.
Mekuria is a professor of film at
Wellesley College and an acclaimed
Ethiop ian filmmaker. Her most
recent documentary is "Ye Wonz
_ several
MaibelA-wJu^_.has_WJ3n
awards.
Along with the conference there
will *be a juried art exhibit jn the
Colby Museum. On the afternoon of
the conference there will a reception
for artist involved arid • performances by the Cqlbyettes, and a
Waterville High School a capella

group, the Adelines.
The conference requires registration, which can be done in advance
or at the door. Students may attend
the conference for free.
The last scheduled event of the
conference is a movie entitled "Five
Girls," a movie about five young
women surviving adolescence. The
film was ori ginally shown on PBS in
art effort to create awareness about
the struggles of young girls.

^-J^oushJheJ 'y^rmnjn^Art^

conference is by far the largest
event in the Women's Studies
Colloquia this fall, it is not the only
event worth noticing. On Oct. 4th,
p laywright and actor Ann Timmons
will be doing a one woman show
entitled "Off the Wall: The Life and
Works of Charlotte Perkins

Oilman." The performance will be
in Strider Theatre at 4pm.
Later in the month, on October
25th, poet Patricia Ranzoni will be
giving the reading, "Making Water,
Making Up Our Minds, Am I Your
Sister? Poems and Stories of
Comfort and Discomfort from
Outback Maine." The reading will
be held in the Whitney Room at
4:30.
More events involving the
"Women;in the Arts" Series will
amitihuetKoughbufNovembefr~~
The series is "nicely Woven
together," says Leonard, "a wonderful combination." For more
information on the colloquia or the
conference, feel free to contact
Elizabeth Leonard, the Associate
Director of Women's Studies.

COLBY BAND ROCKS COFFEEHOUSE

By MICHAEL GREENBERG
STAFF WRITER

Modern, youthful, and.often wailing, jazz ignited the Lorimer stage on
a rainy Tuesday night last week, as
Ken Vandermark and his Quintet—
the Vandermark 5—performed at
Colby as part of their American tour
for their newest- record, "Acoustic
Machine." The house was packed
with students on study breaks, and
students bringing' their work withs
them, in addition to faculty and community members who tapped their
feet, bobbed their heads, and listened
with a keen ear to the sounds produced by this energetic group.
However, unlike most concerts at
Colby, this one did not have the hype
of weeks of posters and snapshots on
the Colby homepage to use' as promotions. In fact, the concert did not
exist in anyone's mind until the previous Thursday.
"If s a miracle that this concert is
happening. Yea, we thought tonight
would be our day off... but we're glad
to be here," replied bandleader and
saxophone/clarinet player, Ken
Vandermark on the spontaneity of
the occasion.
Nonetheless, the Vandermark 5
enjoyed the presence of a warm audience fully appreciative of the band's
hi ghly imaginative soloists. The
quintet combined bass, drums, tromboner and reed Instruments to create
songs both in a traditional combo
style as well as in a more avantgarde, often chaotic arrangement.
Closing off the first set, the group
began a tune with a catchy bass line
and very accessible licks in the reed
instruments and broke into a raucous
jam beginning with a screeching
tenor solo and moving into a fast bass
line, in which the player used the
bow as well as plucked strings to
increase the intensity of the chaos,
The drummer flailed about the drum
set, 'accompanying the other musicians with rapid fills and ultimately
settled the combo back down to conclude the first half.
One of the most enjoyable aspects
to this group's performance was each
sololsf s ability to create an individual personality through his solos,
Loud app lause and smiles came from
the crowd after one, of the trombonist's solos, where he used a plunger
mute to produce a cadenza full of
very human, whiny, and guttural
sounds.
Similarly, Vandermark used the
bass clarinet's full range in one of his
solos to articulate a "kind of pulsing
musical conversation with rest of the
band through short riffs combined
with both staccato and legato notes.
The group's innovative sty le
clearly demonstrated why they are
pne of the dominant bands in the new
Chicago j azz scene, and, while sometimes the group did not appear to
have a clear direction in its chaotic
passages, the Vandermark 5 certainly
brought an engaging evening of
>
modern j azz to Colby.
The Vandermark 5's performance
was a joint effort of WMHB, the
Cultural Events Committee, and the
Cultural Chair of SGA.
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G. Love & Special Sauce Performing at Colby College
Friday, October 1Z at 9pm In
Wadswortt,) Gymnasium.
Admission Is $10 for the Colby
Communlty-and~$15for-the geheral public.Tickets are on
sale In the Cotter Union lobby
and In Student ActMtles.
Japanese Language
Table - Foss Private Dining
Room 1l:30~ a.m.- l:30 p.m.
Geology Department
Tray Lunch - Smith Room
Roberts 12:00-1:00 p.m.
Social Sciences and
Humanities Colloquium Phllson Lounge Cotter Union
12:00-2:00 pm.
Women's Studies
Colloquium Series - Runnals
Union Strider Theater 4:004:00
p.m.
\
SOAR Meeting
Speaker/Discussion - Foss
Private Dining Room 5:304:30
pm.
Russian Table - Camp
Dining Room Dana 6:00-7:00
pm

PHOTO BY RYAN DAVIS/ COLBY ECHO

The J ump Into (l-r, Mike Valkevich '03, Noah Charney '02, Matt Cost '01 and Leif Pearson '04,) p erf orm Saturday night.

Matthew Jay s Draw all too ordinary

Matthew J ay 's new CD, "Draw."

By BRETT CAWLEY
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

Ever gone th rough a bad breakup? Obsessed over a member of
the opposite sex? Gotten shame-

full y maudlin about your own
personal life? Matthew Jay has,
and he wants to tell you about it
on his new album, "Draw,"
There are eleven songs on this
CD, and ei ght of them are about
the women who .have passed

through Jay 's life . Unfortunately,
Jay is covering same very familiar
ground with these songs, and he's
not doing it better than anyone
else.
But that's not to say that this
CD is a bad one. Jay has a decent
voice, and the backings to the
tracks are pleasant, bedroom-pop
with well-p laced, studio flourishes like overdubs, occasional string
backing, and guest vocalists. The
first track, "Let Your Shoulder
Fall" offers up a catch y vocal
hook, a pleasant chord progression, and 4/ 4 beat behind it all.
The lyrics pass b y with no punch
and no noticeable missteps until
he
drops.
"Waves
of
sadness/Came on the beach
today" on the listener, and I start
to think about other CDs I'd rather
be listening to.
"The Clearing " starts of with a
simple bass beat, and builds slowly into a mesh of guitars and
organs that Jay sets against his
own voice, layered to make it
sound tinny and flat. The effect is
well done, and is one of the bri ght
spots of production on an album
that otherwise slides by the listen-

er.

Eleven songs on an album isn't
enough that an artist should feel
the need to retread any territory,
but many of these songs blend
into each other with similar sound
and feel. An acoustic guitar
strums, Jay pines,- and the overall
effect of rhe album is somewhat
It' s
unp leasant,
formulaic,
acoustic pop and high school
poetry from a 28-year-old man.
The problem with "Draw" is
not that the music isn't well made,
but that it's not offering what
couldn't be found elsewhere in a
superior form. On the production
side, bands like the Microphones
and Neutral Milk Hotel offe r
acoustic music with incredibl y
inventive new textures and
sounds, while simultaneously
breaking ground in the use of their
lyrics, Matthew Jay tries too hard
to wring emotion from tired for^
mulas, and he lacks the ability that
others do. If you're interested in
this kind of music, do yourself a
favor and p ick up some earl y
Elliott Smith.
Score: 6.5

Self-discovery, Italian style, in 'Bread and Tulips
By AMANDA STANKE

CONTRIBUTING WRITER

The beauty of freedom is discovered within the marvelous setting of Venice, Ital y in the foreign
film "Bread and Tulips," directed
by Silvio Soldini and starring Licia
Mag lietta, Rosalba Barletta is a
housewife who is vacationing with
her husband and sons when their
coach bus leaves her behind at a
rest stop. And when she finall y
gets a hold of them , the husband is
more furious than worried , and the
sons more apathetic than sincere.
So, Rosalba decides to hitchhike

home instead of waiting around for
them to find her again.
However, as her journey begins,
the idea of returning to her unappreciative family does not exactl y
appeal to the radiant and intelligent Rosalba , who changes her
mind and chooses to make her destination Venice, a city which she
has never before had the pleasure
to encounter, There, she moves in
with a kind restaurateur, Fernando
Girnsoli (played by Bruno Gnnz),
and finds a job working for a
florist,
Meanwhile, at home, her husband , Mlmmo Barletta (played by

BUT

DON'T LET THE

SIMPLICITY OF THE
STORY FOOL YOU .

"BREAD

AND TULIPS"

IS FULL OF ARDENT
WIT THAT DRIVES
THE CHARACTERS
ALONG AND KEEPS

THE VIEWER RIVITED.

Antonio Cantania) decides to take
matters into his own hands,
though he is too cheap to hire a private investigator. Instead, he hires
Constantino (played by Giuseppe
Battiston), a plump, '.lumbering
p lumber who is well versed in the
subject of detective novels.
So here's the shakedown: loveable renegade wife in Venice and
an insanel y j ealous but miserl y
husband at home with two sons
and mistress of his own. A bumbling p lumber is running around

See MOVIE continued on
page 8
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Questions: SGA discussion with students - Flshbowl
Cotter Union 7:00-8:00 pm.
Latino Heritage Month
- Panel Discussion Latino
Heritage Month Musician/speaker Felipe Ro Pugh Center Cotter Union
7:00-9:00 pm
Newman Council
Read Aloud - Lorimer Chapel
Lounge 8:00-9:00 pm.
Questioning & Curious
- Marson Lounge Cotter Union
8:00-10:00 pm.
Pequod Reading Mary Low Coffeehouse 8:00
pm.
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G. Love & Special Sauce Performing at Colby College
Friday, October 1Z at 9pm In
Wadsworth Gymnasium.
Admission Is $10 for\theColby
Community and $15 for the
general public. Tickets are on
sale In the Cotter Union lobby
and In Student ActMtles.
Japanese Language
Table - Foss Private Dining
Room 11:30 a.m.-1:30 pm.
Chinese Lunch Table Bullock Dining Room Dana
12:00-1:30 pm
Catholic Bible Study Lorimer. Chapel Lounge 4:305:30 pm.
International Coffee
Hour - Mary Low Coffeehouse
4:30-6:00 p.m.
CCF Friday Night
Fellowship - Miller Library 014
7:00-8:30 p.m.
Hypnotist Steve
Taubman - Page Commons
Room Cotter Union 8:00 p.m.

more

Colby IMPROV - Spa
Cotter Union 9:00 pm.
morelO/ 6
G. Love & Special Sauce Performing at Colby College
Friday, October 1Z at 9pm In
Wadsworth Gymnasium.
Admission Is $10 for the Colby
Community and $15 for the
general public Tickets are on
safe In the Cotter Union lobby
and In Student ActMtles.
"From Peace Corps to
the Foreign Service ' - Miller
Library 014 4:00-6:00 pm.
Colbyette Invitational Lorimer Chapel 7:00-10:00 pm.
SPB event Moon Boot
Lover - Page Commons Room
Cotter Union 9:00-11:00 pm

Sol y Canto
gets Bro and
^ttrersrwrttra^
dance floor
rfe
Z>&UUf >

153A Main St. • 87.3-5111-^
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art supplies,
0
, custom framing,
f/p stationery products,
~

f o <kfc^ ,and a uniqueselection
of

~~)( T) °)

blank cards.
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By CHRISTINA JALERU
CONTRIBUTING WRITER

¦

Friday night was one of triumph for the organizers of the
Latino month events. The Sol .y
Canto concert that took p lace in
the Page Commons was a real success among those who attended it.
The Boston based band, consisting of Rosi and Brian Amador,
Alan del Castillo, Carlos del Pino,
Eduardo Tancredi, Renato Thorns
and Jon M. Weeks, gave a performance that was not only culturally enriching but also entertaining.
The charm of the band lay very
much in its authenticity for the
members of the group are natives
of various Latin American countries like Uruguay, Argentina,
Puerto Rico, Costa Rica, Cuba,
Spain and Mexico.
The show started off with few
people in the public, most of
which were the SOBHU members
and some professors. Along the
two-h6ur performance more peop le showed up and joined in.
Everybody started the evening sitting in the chairs and ended up on
the dance floor. It did not take
very much for the band to get peop le to move to the salsa and
meringue rhythms. No one could
resist the temptation of getting up
and moving their feet to the
music
The lead singer of the group
played a large part in involving
people in the performance. Rosi's
energy and enthusiasm rubbed off
on the public immediately.
In the beginning the show did
not seem to have chances of being
successful because of the low
attendance. However,-themQment
the band went on stage and started p lay ing, the atmosp here

warmed up and people were more
inclined to go Out there and feel
the Latino beat.
President William D, "Bro"
Adams and his wife were among
the first to get to the dance floor
and the last to leave it. His examp le proved to be good because the
professors and the students who
hadn't got up yet followed his
lead. Children and adults filled
the Page floor equally enjoy ing
the music.
The lead singer was the connection between the public and
the band. She spoke mostly in
Spanish because the performance
was supposed to be a celebration
of Latino culture but~she also
bothered to translate for those
who only came to enjoy the music
and who had no knowledge of the
language. She explained the ori gin
and the. cultural or seasonal event
each song was connected to. Thus
the public gained a deepj?r understanding of its message and it
learnt to differentiate between the
types of songs-played in different
—
Latin Americancountries.
The Boston-based Latino band
was definitely an inspired choice
for Friday ni ght and those who
preferred something different
from the usual Colby Bacchic
entertainment weekend know
what I am talking about. It was
worth going and experiencing
"diversity " on a more practical
level than the theoretical level
we 're stuck on.
Besides the performers' clothing that did not culturally match
the music, I can say that the rest
wasjjust impeccable and the night
was enjoyable in a way some peoplfe-Will. never understa nd unless
they try it.

continued f rom page 7
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Dbwneast Energy has 23 Puffin Stop7
convenience stores and gas stations
easily located throughout Central and
Southern Maine, and New Hampshire.
In Waterville look for the Puffin at 105
College Ave and 94 Pleasant Street (24hour). At both locations you will find
friendl y folks, gas and groceries.
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The individual performances
are well done, with a particular
hiits off to Licia Mng lietta , who
puts In n wonderful performance
as Rosalba Barletta , being both
modestl y beautiful yet clumsy, and
at the .same time, strong and confi dent. The viewer cannot hel p but
be drawn in b y her simp le loveliness nnd charisma as she inadvertentl y changes the course of the
lives of those who encounter her.
"Bread and Tuli ps" is absolutel y
charming. It is an up lifting comed y
that provides the viewer with a
delightful cast of characters, witty
humor, and a bit of romance . The
setting, Venice, is magical , and the
music deli ghtfull y alluring and
hypnotic. Don 't let "Bread and
Tulips" pass you by. Let it take you
in.
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Venicein tan trench coa t, sunglasses, and jeans, posing as a private
detective and wielding a photograph of the elusive Rosalba
Barletta . Not to mention the
bizarre characters that are passed
along the way, including Rosnlbn 's
nei g hbor, who is a Hellenistic
masseuse, and her boss, a very
politicall y minded and self-proclaimed anarchist who works in a
flower shop.
But don 't let the simp licity of
the story fool you, "Bread and
Tulips" is full of ardent wit that
drives the characters along and
keeps the viewer ri veted. Pluti, the
cinematograph y is absolutely gorgeous, from the wide shots of gondolas floating on the canals to the
cobble-stoned walk ways and the
quaint'shops of the city,
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Women's soccer goes to double OT twice in one week
By CHRISTINA DOTCHN
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e Colby Women's soccer team
- -» • • ^
•had a tirtog' weeOHa^^
dpuble overtime games. Their first
' game was against the University of
Southern Maine Huskies on
Thursday. The Lady Mules came up
with a 2-1 victory over the Huskies,
Later in the week, they played to a 11tie against Connecticut College.
^
"We had a lot of good opportunities," said Lauren GremelspacHer '03
of the win aver " USM. "We just
couldn't seem to finish, especially in
the second half."
' , The first half the Mules started off
strong with a great goal from, forward Christine O'Donnell '03 at
*22:47; The Mules had good control of
7-the-ball-ahd-managed-to-keep-the
Huskies away from their net for the
remainder of the first period. \.r
"It was frustrating that we didn t
end in regulation time,", said Head
Goach Jen Holsten. "Anytime you
have 23 comers and 55 shots it gets a
kittle bit aggravating because we
could have closed the scoring earlier
in* the game.''
• In the .second ¦period'the Huskies
answered back to the Mules by scoring at 79;59 by forward Abbie
Leonard with an assist from midfielder Molly Tanquay.For the rest of

the second half both teams were
fighting Tor the win, but at the end of
the second half the score was still
~He¥T7ir~^\"^™~™ ~~
"We committed too many fouls in
this game, and that hurt us a lot,"
said Gremelspacher.
As the sky grew darker, the. Lady
Mules and the Huskies prepared to
start the first over time. Both teams
came close to scoring throughout the
half, however, neither were successful.
Finally at 11:30 in the second
overtime forward Gremelspacher
scored the winning goal by a shot off
of a cross-made by midfielder
O'Donnell. Tjie entire Colby bench
was emptied within seconds as they
all ran onto the field for a big celebration - Colby—finished—the—game
with 55 shots on net, and goaltender
Abby Kussell '02 came up with 6
saves for the Mules. The Huskies
had 15 shots on net and 18 saves..
"Unfortunately since we couldn't
finish this game in regulation time it
really affected our big .conference
game against Connecticut College
because we were so fatigued," said
Holsten.
The second game Colby played
this week was at the Connecticut
College Camels home field on
Saturday at noon. The Camels were

the first to score within the first fifteen minutes into the first half of the
game with a direct-kick from the outsider Th^Mule¥~aT*empted-several
shots on net, however nothing
would go in. The first half ended
with the Mules trailing 0-1. .
"This game just was not our best
effort," said Captain Lizzy Rice '02.
The Mules were brought back to
life, as forward Christina Andaya '05
scored With 15 minutes remaining in
theiialf on an assist by back Michelle
1
Mancuso '02c' This would bring
Colby into double overtime with the
Camels, but neither team came out
with a win. The final score of the
game was 1-1.
. "We didn't play very well," said
Gremelspacher. "We slacked off in
our-marking~and-we_.didn.'t_ make
take enough shots, but the few shots
we had were good ones."
"We did not set up properly on
the direct kick," said Holsten. "They
really capitalized on that, and the
fact that we came out in the first half
flat footed. However, we managed
to pick it up in the second half and
, ' .. ' •
score a goal to bring us into OT."
The Lady Mules haye a big week Caitlin Krause '05 sets up f o r the shot on goal.
coming up with a home game
against St. Joseph's College at 4 p.m. will travel to challenge Trinity
"This is a huge part of our seatoday. Then Colby has two impor- College on Saturday at 11 a.m, and son," said Holsten of this weekend's
tant NESCAC games where they Williams College on Sunday at 1p.m. matchups. "These are two NESCAC

Brian Wezowicz 02, Jacob
Seilheimer-03, Rob Wil '03,
h- lony DIsotto '03, Jeff Moyer '04,
arid Ian MatPherson ^03.
These six were key to the football team's 28-21
: win at Middlebury this weekend. As an offensive
line they opened holes for the running game to
rack up 262 yards and protected the quaterback
when the Mules looked to throw the ball. The unit
physjrally dominated Middlebury . and prove to
be a difference in the game.
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Football back on track, handles Middlebury

By MIKE MELOSKI

The offensive line of Brian
Wezowicz '02, Rob Vail '03, Tony
Disotto '03, Jacob Seilheimer '03, and
'04
dominated
The Colby White Mules notched Jeff ! Moyer
defensive
line and
Middlebury's
their first win Saturday beating the
to
sustain
two
drives,
allowed
Colb
y
Middlebury Panthers 28-21 in
keeping
the
ball
on
the
ground
and
Middlebury, Vermont. The score was
'
~
chwingup
clock:^
•—
not an indicator of theywaythe Mules
a
both
sides
The
Mules
would
score
the
next
of
handled Middlebur^pn
the ball. The offense was much two touchdowns, the first on a oneimproved from the first week's game yard run from Aaron Stepka '05. The
and the defense also improved their second touchdown came when Lee
Carlson '03 ' came in motion and
performance.
On offense a complimentary game Conley handed him the ball, and he
of running the ball with a trio of walked in the end zone from 12-yards
backs and Pat Conley '03 throwing out. The Mules would lead 28-7 with
the ball help the Mules resemble last 6:29 remaining in the game;
years potent offense. The defense Middlebury would add two meanused its overall speed and pursuit to ingless touchdowns against the
Mules second
the
contain
team defense
Panthers offense/
to make the
only surrendering
score
appear
one touchdown
closer
than
the
when the firstactuall
game
y
team defense was
was.
on the field.
On offense,
The Mules got
the
Mules runoff to a good start
ning
game was
when
midway
much
better
through the first
than
the
week
quarter Conley hit
before gaining
Danny Noyes '02
on a nine-yard touchdown strike. 262 yards. Don Williams '03 led the
Keith Jonassen '02 added jhe extra way for the Mules with 88 yards ori
point and the Mules were on top 7-0. 13 carries and Stepka added 69 yards
In the second quarter joe Murray on 16 carries. Noyes led the receiving
'02 scored off tackle, Jonassen added core with seven catches for 107 yards.
another extra point and the Mules Conley did not have a spectacular
padded their lead to 14-0. Both scores game but showed his leadership and
came after drives of over 50 yards experience in leading the offense and
and also showed improved red zone doing what he had to. He ended the
efficiency from the Mules offense. day 13-29, with 181 yards passing
The Mules took the 14-0 lead and a and one touchdown.
The Mules defense was not o\|ersound
domination of
pretty
Middlebury into half time.
whelmirig but was certainly—m^
Middlebury would get on the than solid in limitirtg^the Panthers to
board first in the second half when a only one touchdown. The defense
mix. up in coverage left a Middlebury was led by Mike Moran '03, who had
receiver open and. the quarterback 13 tackles, and Luke Webster '03 and
found him for a 54-yard touchdown. Patrick Fahey '02, who each had eight
Minu s that mix-up the second half tackles. Defensive lineman Dan
was much of the same for the Mules. Greenfield '02 also recorded the
SPORTS EDITOR

Men's soccer
improves season
record to 3-3

By MIKE SHEA

STAFF WRITER
Men 's soccer secured two very important wins last week. They defeated University of Southern Maine at
home on Wednesday and then beat 1
NESCAC rival Connecticut College in
their first road game on Satu rday afternoon. After last week the team rose to
an even 3-3 overall, and gained their
first conference victory. The team now
finds itself 1-3 in the NESCAC.
Colby saw a much-needed offensive boost against USM and quickl y
j umped ahead 2-0 in the first twelve
minutes of the game, Ryan Boccuzzi
'05 finished the first goal with assists
from Jamie Lue '03 and Mike lingerer
'04. The second goal came soon after
on a set play where sweeper Mike
Jarcho '03 scored off of an assist from
captain David Manning '02.
The White Mules out-shot USM 273 in the game and had 7 corner kicks,
to Southern Maine's 1. The defense
was again strong, not allowing a single
shot on the net. And y Dan/.inger '03
wasn't forced lo make a .single save
throughout the game.
With Saturday 's game against
Connecticut College came a huge test
to Colby, needing desperately to secure
a win in the NESCAC and get good
start to a six game string of away
games.
Colby came out flat and it took the
first fifteen minutes of the game for the
Mules to straighten out its original
problems. After that they looked
sharp, putting significant pressure on
Conn in the attacking th ird . While play
went back and forth, Colby had the

Volleyball

majority of good opportunities. The
two teams traded offensive ' runs, but
with neitnefteam able to finish, the
game remained 0-0 going into the half.
Four minutes into the second half
Mike lingerer chased down, and beat
Conn's goalie to a bouncing ball at the
18-yard box. He was able to chip the
ball over the keeper and score Colby 's
fi rst of three goals. Next, in the 63rd
minute a corner from Carl Tugberk '02
was deflected by Boccuzzi and then
redirected into the net by Brian
Mitchel l '03, giving the White Mules
some security with a half-hour of play
left. '
The final Colby goal came when
Zach Shull '03 chipped a ball over the
off-sides trap of Conn and Manning
was able to put together a series of
moves, leaving him alone with the
keeper, who he beat to put Colby up 3.0.
Conn College was able to finish one
goal with six minutes left in the game.
The game .ended in a 3-1 victory for
Colby. Coach Mark Serdjenian said,
"Denting Conn on their own field was
a bi g step for the team." The victory
allowed for several Colb y p layers to
see minutes and the team demonstrated its depth. Mike Jnrcho was again
strong in defense.
This week will prove to be another
important 'one for , the Mules. They face
University of Maine at Farmington on
Tuesday. Fnrmington is undefeated at
6-0 and lias yet to give up a goal this
season. Colb y will follow up this'.game
with baek-to-back NESCAC match ups with Trinity on Saturday and an
undefeated Williams team on Sunday.
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Kicker-Keith Jbhnassen '02 kicks an extra p oint.
Mules first sack of the season.
Mules defense came up with a big
Coach Torn Austin was happy stop on fourth and four and then the
with the Mules performance. "It is offense immediately , drove seventy
irnjportan t to get the first win, we . yards for . a touchdown to put the
,
made improvements since last week, game out of reach.
.-*]_•
and having the running game to com- . Wezowicz said, "it was nice to go
pliment our passing gamers key to %o Middlebury and win, we hadn't
the offense's success/' said- Austin. done that since 1993," and "from , an
Austin thought the key point in . offensive standpoint, it was nice to
Saturday's game was when the establish a running game and physi-

cally dominate the line of scrim¦-. ' ::¦ , ' :
mage." ;.
Next week the ' Mules travel to
Wesleyan to take on the Cardinals
Saturday at 1:30. Austin said
Wesleyan will'throw the ball a lot and
their quarterback ;and-wide receivers
have some talent, but his defense will
be up to the task. The Cardinals WilL
be feisty on defense but the Mules

will -try to establish their-eomplimen-tary offense, similar to this week.
. "Whenever we travel there the
game is always close, the last two
times it has come down to the last
minute, hopefully this year can be
like two years ago and we will come
out on top," Austin said.

Field hockey cools off , has tough weekend
By MIKE MELOSKI
SPORTS EDITOR

The Colby Lady Mules field
hockey team had three games in four
days this weekend. The Lad y Mules
disposed of St. Joseph's on Thursday
but had a tough weekend as they
suffered their fi rst lost of the season,
Saturday, to Connecticut College
and then the tired team stumbled at
Plymouth State on Sunday.
On Thursday the Lad y Mules
took care of business at home1 dispensing of St, Joe's easil y, 6-0. It was
a total team effort as every Colby
player saw time and gained important experience, Sarah Browne '02,
Becca Bruce '02, Marcia Ingraham
'02, Injoo Han '04, Wendy Bonner
'05, and Sarah Goodrich '05 all
scored for the Lad y Mules. Kristin
Putnam '05 also p layed strong for
the Mules. The Mules dominated
every facet of the game and St. Joe's
was just overmatched.
On Saturday, the Lad y Mules
traveled to Connecticut College to
take on the Camels. The field was in
horrible condition , as Connecticut
claimed their sprinklers had been
left on, with a combination of rain at
ni ght one half of the field was flooded. Considering how hot the Lad y
Mules were, it appears teams were
going, try to do anything to slow
them down,
The Mules came out strong as
Browne netted the first goal of the
game in the first four minutes. The
Camels came back and scored the
tying goal right before the half, In
the second half Connecticut College
took the lead on a goal late in the
game and Colby could not find a
way to score the equalizer. The difference in the game was the style of

Golf

The coed Golf team had a good weekend finishing Sfxth
The Colby women's volleyball team has seen some out of 12 in the
Maine Intercollegiate Golf Championships
success after their fir(st tournament, The women: have andlflnishing
fourth in the JNESCAC Golf Championships.
gone 4-2 with wins over St. Joe's, Wesleyan, Connecticut In the Maine tournament the Mules received strong perforCollege, and Bowdoin. The Lad y Mules have received mances from Matt Simard '02, finishing third, and Andrew
strong play from Kim Prescott '04, Anne Tricomi '02, Townsend '02
, Justin Ucko '02, Greg Dupuy '04, and Jake
Johanna Schvoedc-r '04, Abby Stella '04, Laurel Burnham Hobart '03. In the NESCAC championship the Mules
'03, and Amanda Cuffio '02, The Lady Mules have two received top-notch performances from Hobart, finishing
very important weekends in n row with two NESCAC ninth and eai'ning second team NESCAC honors, and
weekends where they p lay the all the other NESCAC Simard who finished 13th, The team has a huge meet this
teams.
weekend as they try to prove they arc the top team in the
\ CBB rivalry ntflhc CBB Tournament,
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Connecticut reared its head against
Plymouth. Plymouth was a long ball
team and the Mules again had trouble adjusting to that sty le of p lay. .
Being tired and having trouble
adjusting to the style of p lay didn 't
stop the Lady Mules from play ing
¦
hard , Plymouth Sfate scored both
goals in the last ten minutes of the
game and the Mules were never out
of the game, Zito said, "the game
was similar to Saturday 's, we just
didn 't adjust and they played very
hard when we were tired. "
The Lady Mules have a toug h

week and weekend ahead. "We have
to recover from this weekend and
focus on the game Tuesday and then
the bi g double header this weekend,
all the games are very winnable,"
said Zito. The Mules (5-2) p lay
Gordon College (7-1) on Tuesday at
4 p.m.Tlie loam then travels to p lay
Trinity and Williams this weekend.
"We can put this weekend behind
us, make some adjustments, and try
to finish the season with seven
straight wins and take the NESCAC
title ," Zito said.

Adrienne LcClaire '05 sets up to recieve a pass.
play. ,
Captain Mary Zito '02 said, "they
were a long ball team (a team who
makes passes over 20 yards) and we
are a short ball team."
"The field was a swamp and we
j ust didn't adj ust to their sty le of
p lay, and that took away from our
offense," she added .
On Sunday the lady Mules lost to '
Plymouth State 2-0, The Lady Mules
were tired and their play showed, as
they had been on a bus for over 15
hours. The same p roblem the Lady
Mules
encountered
against
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Tennis

The women's tennis team also had a successful weekend
at the ITA New England championships. Sara Hughes '05
made it to the quarterfinals losing to the eventual champion.
Christina Pluta '05 and Brit Palmedo '03 also saw success in
the singles tournament making it to (lie round of 32. In doubles action Palmedo and Caren Harris '03 were the top team
for Colby making it to the sweet sixteen. The team has two
big matches this week versus Bates on Wednesday and
Connecticut College on Saturday.

—

Cross Country
Men 's Cross-country had a superb weekend winning
the Bates Invitational as a team. Individual results were
excellent as well as Nat Brown '04 finished third , Eric
Roinauer '04 finished fourth , Justin Sukiennik '03 fi nished ninth , Chris Cogbill '02 finished tenth, and Rich
Downing '05 finished twelfth , A very solid top five for
the Mules, they look to continue their success in one of
the most' important meets of the year, Sta te of Maine
Meet, this weekend.
\ . _.,

